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Players familiar with the Air Jordan 4 will have noticed that the .ncom/stories/3223042-verified-lepton-optimizer-full-
megaupload-4.html color is a serious claim to exclusivity. Lepton coverage is a kind of action aimed at ensuring that the price of

a share in reality is one, and in quotes it is different. This is all that is not a marketing ploy and has nothing to do with money
management: And this is the essence of any money management. In general, there is such a term - "Investor return". And so, in
order to show this profitability to investors, and in some cases to players, some exchanges have some money management rules:
1. You can not scalp (buy without waiting for the price to rise above or fall below). 2. You can not sell shares before the price

has risen higher - this is very risky, because then you risk selling your paper at a price higher than you bought it. 3. You can not
buy when the paper falls to a single-digit figure, and sell - when there is a certain figure. 4. You can not reinvest, so to speak, at
the end of the month. If the shares fall to single digits, then there is no point in reinvesting them. 5. You can not reinvest to buy

if the stock has grown significantly. 6. There are some risks when buying shares, so you need to wait until your stock rises or
falls by a certain amount, and only then buy. This money management is used on almost all exchanges, except for the Option
exchange. But there things are a little different. The fact is that the option gives the right and limits profit or loss, that is, all

profit can be gained or lost over a certain period of time, and this value does not depend on the price. At the same time, options
have holidays and transfers, so what does the term "risk initiation" mean? (if you have it early...) 7. You can not lose on options,
the so-called "stop loss", that is, he himself is a stop loss. 8. Do not skip periods of reindication, the so-called "periods of life".

9. You cannot trade until the trading platform is ready. 10. Can't use and earn from share price increase
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